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AZB needs a partner to provide effective online working solutions
during the Covid-19 pandemic, with the hope that its employees can
comfortably collaborate, work and connect even when not at the office.

The challenge
Covid-19 pandemic was still quite serious in Vietnam, the social
distancing decree has forced employees to work remotely, degraded
the communication between the team and partners, and caused many
attached consequences.

The solution
Mr.Phuc - an AZB’s IT staff - came to GCS for advice on solutions to
these challenges. MS.Nhung, a Sale Executive of GCS who has been
working directly with Mr.Phuc since the early days, has come up with
the strengths of Google Workspace that can be a suitable suite for
AZB.

The results
In addition to providing productivity solutions, Google Workspace
helps AZB secure data by managing input and output data, avoiding
the risk of information leakage and effectively controlling employees.
Together with the support of Google and GCS, AZB’s staff are always
free to create workflows in order to achieve high efficiency.

“GCS staff are so enthusiastic about advising AZB on
Google Workspace, helping us choose the suitable
suite of Google Workspace Business Starter - which
can meet the needs and size of the business. The
apps in Google Workspace are linked and integrated
with each other, helping our employees concentrate on
working rather than taking the time to move back and

 forth between tabs."
Phuc Nguyen - IT Support, AZB JSC

About AZB Joint Stock Company
AZB is the leading construction contractor in
Vietnam. AZB started with the initial human
resources of less than 10 members. Through
difficult years, in 2020, AZB is honored to be
honored in the ranking of Top 500 largest private
enterprises in Vietnam, an award awarded by
Vietnam Report JSC (Vietnam Report JSC).
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About HVN Group
HVN Group is an Official Authorized Partner of
Google in Vietnam and the Asia Pacific region,
certified by Google.
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